
Doha Debates: Artificial Intelligence
Lesson Plan for The Trolley Problem - Ethics & AI

STAGE 1:  DESIRED GOALS

ESTABLISHED GOAL

MEANING

Students will identify areas artificial intelligence is used

and describe the moral and ethical issues presented by

Ethics & AI video collection.

UNDERSTANDINGS  

 Students will understand...

The issues presented by AI from an

ethical, moral, and privacy standpoint.

AI’s possible impact on jobs.

AI’s possible impact on the judiciary.

AI’s use by governments.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS

Is it possible for a computer to make an ethical or

moral decision?

Should AI by used in a courtroom?

With regard to job creation, should companies invest

more resources in AI or in people?

Is AI a risk to basic human rights?

How do governments use AI?

ACQUISITION

Students will know...

Key facts about how governments use AI.

Where they stand on how AI is used in

different circumstances.

Students will be able to...

Explain how AI is used different situations.

Articulate where they stand on issues related to AI

use, e.g.: jobs, courtrooms, end of life decisions.

 

ENGAGEMENT Students will...

Understand how other people view the trolley

problem and Moral Machine.

See how AI is used in a business setting.
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https://projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly


STAGE 2:  EVIDENCE & ASSESSMENT

ASSEMENT EVIDENCE /
PERFORMANCE TASK(S)

Students will go through each Doha Debate video

and discuss the related problems. 

In groups, students will present additional research

relevant to each video topic, either in oral form or

through a brief PowerPoint.

Students will complete oral or written responses to

the primary Essential Questions associated with

each video, as well as complete any additional

associated tasks. 
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IN CLASSROOM LEARNING

STAGE 3:  LEARNING PLAN

Each of  the fo l lowing may be used as a s tand-a lone lesson.

15-30 minutes Start with Essential Questions. The questions may be

discussed in small group first and then as a whole

class.

15-30 minutes Show Trolley Problem video and discuss as a class.

Essential Question: Is it possible for a computer to

make an ethical or moral decision?                        

Read & discuss the National Law Review's Would You

Trust An Artificially-Intelligent Expert?

20-40 minutes Show Algorithmic (in)justice: What you need to

know video and discuss as a class. Essential

Question: Should AI be used in the courtroom?            

    

 Do MIT's Moral Machine problem and then discuss.

Read & discuss American Bar Association's A ‘principled’

artificial intelligence could improve justice.

http://www.projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly
http://www.projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly
http://moralmachine.mit.edu/
http://www.projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly
http://moralmachine.mit.edu/
http://www.abajournal.com/legalrebels/article/a_principled_artificial_intelligence_could_improve_justice
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OUTSIDE OF CLASSROOM
LEARNING (CHOOSE ONE OR
MORE ACTIVITIES):

one day +

Show the trolley video and Moral Machine to 3 to 5

people outside of school. Write down each person’s

answer to the problems posed.

one day

Visit a business that uses AI to learn more about how it

functions for them, then present your findings to the

class.

15-20 minutes Show The Future of Jobs video and discuss as a

class. Essential Question: With regard to job creation,

should companies invest more resources in AI or in

people?

 

Make a list of jobs that will be lost or not lost to AI.

15-20 minutes Show AI: The New Arms Race and discuss as a class.

Essential Question: Is AI a risk to basic human rights?

 

Make a list of the positive and negative aspects of AI.  

                             

20-30 minutes Show AI: The Future of Life and Death Decisions and

discuss as a class. Essential Question: How do

governments use AI?                                

1 -  2  days Groups will do additional background research on each

of the videos, then present their findings to the whole

class.

Read & discuss AMA's Journal of Ethics Ethical

Dimensions of Using Artificial Intelligence in Health

Care.

http://www.projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly
http://www.projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly
http://www.projectexplorer.org/dd-hidden/dd-ai-trolly
https://journalofethics.ama-assn.org/article/ethical-dimensions-using-artificial-intelligence-health-care/2019-02

